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Abstract
LEGOCOIN ($LEGO) is a social meme token with goals to con-

tribute in social and creativity movement all around the world 

through your favorite toys: LEGO. 

Our $LEGO token is created on BEP20 based network and we 

want everyone can enjoy it. We prepared some awesome 

project and features which will embraces digitalization 

experience which will provide a fun, creative, imaginative, 

insightful, and a sense of belonging to all of you for the 

purpose of forming a solid and supportive community.

Looking To Trade Crypto, Forex And Other Assets With A Utility 

Coin That Lowers Fees And Provides Daily Liquidity Payouts? 

with $LEGO token, users will be able to purchase anything. 

Our features include: LEGO staking, LEGO airdrops, LEGO 

Saving, LEGO Earning, multi-utility crypto wallet, and

crypto payment gateway. All this will be available on 

exchangers so rest assured, 

we’ll give you the best because only the best is good enough
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Introduction
The �rst ever Community based token

The evolution of Memes
By de�nition, meme is an idea, a behavior or style that spreads by mean of imitation from 

person to person within a culture and often carries symbloic meaning representing a 

particular phenomenon or theme. In simple words, gene is for biological evolution and 

meme is for social evolution.

Memes + Financial + Technology + Art
Since the rise of 9gag in 2009-2010, memes became so viral that it shook the whole 

world. Not only that, but bitcoin was also born on the same year. After some time, DeFi 

and NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens) were born 2020. These helped so many people who are 

trying to survive the recession period. DeFi boosted our progressive movements move-

ment in �nancial and technology and NFT help us to express digitally

Why LEGO? 
Simply because we love them, we grew up with LEGOs and we just wanted to continue 

the legacy that includes younger generations 
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Tokenomics
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1%

Public
99%

LEGO Team

Max Supply 100.000.000.000.000

BEP20 Network

Yes, you will get the chance to develop this community from ground up.

This will be your playground to explore, get creative and inspire builders around the world



Utilities
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$LEGO token holders will get the chance to enjoy various 

bene�ts from the community such as:

Get up to 0% Withdrawal Fee*

Whitelist for exclusive LEGO products and events

Extra rewards on staking, earning and savings

Higher airdrop token amount 

Multi Forex - Commodity Asset

Be a part of a larger ecosystem, our LEGO coins

will be used as an exchange medium for daily activities

Real life usage includes charities, payment method, loyalty 

programs, vouchers and NFTs



Meet the team
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LEGO President LEGO Businessman

LEGO Man LEGO Woman

The democratic republican who 

will be the judge of everything 

and maintain the city

The machine man who will 

drive our movement and cause 

to expand our growth

Our subjects who will be the 

advocators of the city



Roadmap
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Listing exchaneger CEX Coinstore

Listing at Hotbit

Certi�ed Audit

Staking, Savings, Earnings

Listing at Coingecko

Listing at Coinmarketcap

Forex-Commidity Integration 

2022

2023
Loyalty Program

Voucher Platform

NFTs

Play to earn games

Live events and gatherings

2024
Expand worldwide

Build gathering spot for LEGO coin holders

Launch product and merchandise


